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Summary
The aim of this paper Is to introduce the reader to the problems
which optimal linear filtering theory attempts to solve, to state in
qualitative terms what optimal Bnear filters look like, to give
sMiieient guide to the literature on Bnear filtering to enable the
reader to undertake further study and to note one or two researoh
problems 01 current interest.
TOtry to ensure that the paper is available to as wide an audience
as possible, the mathematics is very restricted. No derivations
are ingluded and the quantitative statement of results is generally
omitted.

1. Introduction
The concept of taohometer feedback will be familiar
to many readers. In an angle positioning servomechanism,
stability of the system (or a desirable transient response)
may be obtained by feeding back the position of the output shaft (proportionalfeedback)and the angular velocity
of the output shaft (derivative feedback). The angular
velocity may be determined with the aid of a tachometer.
To a first approximation, the tachometer may be regarded as having a transfer function, Ks, that is, if O(t) is
the output shaft position at time t and c(s) is its Laplace
transform, the Laplace transform of the tachometer output iaKsg(s). A more detailed analysis of the tachometer
would probably show that the transfer function-was more
like Kas/(s a ) where a is a very large positive constant ;
in other words, a t low frequencies the tachometer would
behave like a differentiator but at very high frequencies
it would behave like a constant gain element.
It might be thought that a good taohometer design
would be one where the constant a was very large, so that
differentiation occurred over a wide frequency range, and
in one sense this is quite true. From another point of view,
however, it is not. The effect of approximate differentii-
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tion on noisy signals qualitatively is to cause magnification
of the noise. The wider is the bandwidth of the noise, the
greater is the magnification and the nearer to ideal is the
approximate differentiation, the greater is the magnification. So in practice, an ideal differentiator would give
terrible performance, because of the inevitable piesence
of a certain amount of very wide bandwidth noise (the
presence of such noise in any physical systemis predioted
by statistical mechanics and practice beam cmt the
theoretical prediction). Far from magnifying noise
bbyond bound, a taohometer actually filters the noise
in the sense that it discriminates against high frequency
noise through having lower gain at high frequencies.
In actual practice therefore, there are conflicting
requirements on the choice of a and, if the requirements
can be quantitatively stated, in a way which permitted
quantitative comparison of the requirements, there
would probably be an optimum value of a. Whatever
the value of a however, the tachometer can still be regarded as a combination of a filter and a controlling
element ; quantitatively, the tachometer transfer function is the product of a/(s a), this term representing the
filtering action, and Ks, a term representing the oontrolling
action.
From the notiohs of tachometers, approximate differentiation and noise, it is easy to pass to the following sort
of question. How should control system design be
effected when all signals that can be measured are in
fact noisy t The answer, a t least in the case of linear
design, is conceptually quite simple. Design can take
place in two steps :

+

(1) A filter is determined which will process the noisy
measurements, to eliminate as much of the noise as
possible.
(2) A linear oontkoller is designed whose input is
assumed to he the original measurements uncontaminated with noise ; in actual use, its input
consists of the filter output.
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Fig. 1 illustmtes the general idea for the case. of a
simple feedback system. Fig. l(a) shows the arrangement
that would be used if the measurements of y were noiseless ;
the controller in this case could conceivably contain
differentiators. Fig. l(b) shows the arrangement that
could be used if the measurements, z, of the linear system

the Kalman-Bucy filter.2-5 Introductions to the Wiener
filter can be found in references 6 and 7 and to the KalmanBucy filter in references 8 and 9. Reference 6 does not
require knowledge of state-space ideas but references 7 to
9 do require this knowledge ; it is indispcnmble in the
study of the Kalman-Bucy filter.

output, y, are noisy ; the filter recovers an estimate y of
y which is fed into the linear controller. Note that the
limear controllers of figs. l(a) and l(b) are the same.

2. The Wiener Filter
The situation to which Wiener filtering is applied is
depicted in fig. 2. In thii figure s(.) is a signal process,
n(.) a noise process and z(.)a measurement process, related
to the signal and noise by

-LINtAR

bYSTEPI

z(t) = s(t)

+ n(t)

(1)

The Wiener filter is a device which generates from tho
noisy measurement, z(.), an on-line estimate of the signal,
s(.).
LINEAR
CONTKOLLER

Noise
F i g u ~ e2.-Measuremnt

LINEAR SYSTEM

-

LINEAR

LINEAR

LOKTKOLLER

FILTER

Figure 1.-Fedback oonlmller with
(a) Noiseless neasuremenls
( h ) Noky meam~ernenta.

The effect of the linear filter, besides filtering out some
of the noise in z, is generally to'hand-limit the remaining

.

noise, so that y consists of y contaminated by bandlimited noise. This band-limited noise will certainly be
magnified by any differentiating elements which might
be in the linear controller but will not be magnified in an
unbounded fashion, precisely because it is band-limited.
Note also that the tachometer discussed earlier exemplifies
thii filter plus ideal controller idea.
The main purpose of this paper is to discuss features,
particularly qualitative ones, of linear filters. To any
control system designer faced with optimisation problems, a knowledge of filter design, particularly optimal
filter design, is indispensable. Optimal filtering theory
has great application to the design of communication
systems too.
The hulk of the paper is devoted to a discussion of the
two main types of optimal filter, the Wiener filter' and
1. Wiener, N., Extrapolation, Interpolation and Smoothing of
Stationary Time Series ", M.I.T. Presa, Cambridge, Mass. (1949).
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process den'ved from aigwl plus noise.

2.1 Fululameutal Assunhptiom
Several basic assumptions underpin the Wiener theory.
First, s(.) and n(.) are gawsian or normal processes (in fact,
jointly gaussian). Technically, this means that the joint
probability density of s(t,), . . . s(t,), n(t,+,), . . . n(t,)
must e! gaussian for any set of times, t i , and any integers, m and p.10 Practically, this means that many
commonly occurring proceases meet the assumption,
though often only approximately. Examples of gaussian
or approximately gaussian noise are :
(1) Thermodynamic noise, such as occurs in resistors.
(2) Shot noise, such as occurs in active devices.
(3) Noise arising from the superposition of huge numbers
of tiny independent random disturbances (here, the
central limit theoremlo is a t work).
2. Kalman, R. E., " A New Approach to Linear Filtering and
Prediction Problems", J. B k c Engng., Tram. A.S.M.E.,
Series D, Vol. 8.2, No. 1, January 1960, p. 35.
3. Kalman, R. E. and Rucy, R. S;: "New Results inLinear
Filtering and Prediction Theory , J. Boaic Engng., Tra*zs.
A.S.M.E., Series D. Vol. 83, No. 3, March 1961, p. 95.
4. Kalman, R. E., " New Methods and Results in Linear Filtering
and Pmdiotion Theory ",Prac. Symp. Engng. Applications of
Probability and Random Functions, John Wiley ((1961).
5. Buay, R. S. and Joseph, P. D., "Filtering for Stochastic
Processes with Applications to Guidance ", Interscience, New
York (1968).
6. Franks. L. E.. " Si-l
Theow
.. . Prentice-Hdl, N.J. (1969).
I . Schwarz, R. J. andFriedland, B., " Linear Systems ",McGrswHill, N.Y. (1965).
8. Schultz, D. C-. and Melas, J. L., " State Functionsand Linear
Control Systeme", McGrsa-Hill, N.Y. (1967).
9. Sage, A. P., "Optimum Systems Control ",Prentiee-Hnll,
N.J. (1968).
.
10. Papoulis, A,, Probsbility, Random Variables and Stochastic
Proeeses ",MoGraw-Hill, N.Y. (1966).
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(4) Interference on earth-satellite communications chan.
nels.
(5) Noise appearing a t the output of a lineat circuit
or system when the input is gaussian noise.
Some commonly occurring noises are, however, not
gaussian, including most channel noise found in point t,o
point communications on earth.
Fortunately, Wiener filterdoffer " robust " performance,
in that minor variations from normality of the probability
densities produce only minor degradations in performance.
Furthermore, one point of view which can be adopted
in the absence of iiormality is that the Wiener filter is the
best possible filter over a . restricted class. We shall
return to this point subsequently.
The means a t time t of s(t)and n(t) areanerally denoted
by E[s(t)] and E[n(t)]. The auto-correlation of s(.) is
. .
.
.
denoted by
and of n(.) by

R.8 (t, 7 ) = E[~(t)s(r)l

R.. (t, 7 ) = E[n(t)n(r)l

,

(4)

The second fundamental assumption of the Wiener
Theory is that the means of s(.) and n(.), their autocorrelations and their cross-correlations are known.
The third fundamenhl assumption is that the processes
are stationary," namely,
ELs(t)l = Els(t T)1 = m, ,say,
(5)

+

Eln(t)l = E[u(t

+ T)1 = m.

, say,

(6)

where m, and m. are constants and the equations hold for
all t and T ; also

+ + T)
+ + T)

RZZ(t, r ) = Rsa (t T, r
h n ( t ,T) = R n n ( t T, r
Rm ( c , 7 ) = Rm (t T,r

+

+ T)

47)
(8)
(9)

for all t, r and T. Physically, the last assumption means
that the mechanism generating the random processes,
s(.) and n(.), is not time-varying. It also means that
power spectra can be associated with s(.) and n(.), these
being frequency domain functions measuring the intensity of the component of the processes present a t a
certain frequency. In fact, it is measurement of such
power spectra that offers one way for determining (experimentally) what the auto-correlations and crosscorrelation are. The necessary theory for this exercise
is contained in the Wiener-Khintchine theorem,''' relating
power spectra and auto-correlation functions.
Thermodynamic noise arising from a resistor is
stationary, so long as the resistor is kept a t a constant
temperature [if the temperature varies, the intensity of
the noise varies and the noise is then nonstationary].
The output of a stable linear system excited by stationary
noise is also stationary.
Because the d.c. content of s(.) and n(.), namely,
m, and m. , is frequently sera and because if it is nonzero
it is very easy to subtract off prior to doing calculations,
it is commonly assumed from the start that a(.) and n(.)
are zero mean processes, that is, m, = m, = 0. In this
case, the assumptions regarding s(.) and n(.) can be
snmmed up as follows :

March, 1971

2.2 Primary Problem
I n the primary problem we now desdrihe, a further
assumption on the noise processes is made, to the effect
that n(.) is a white noise process. This means technically
that its power spectral density is constant for all frequencies and that its auto-correlation function is of the
form
R.. (t, r) = No S(t - r)

while the cross-correlation of s(.) and n(.) is denoted by
Rxn (6, 7 ) = E[s(t)n(~)l

The processes s(.) and n(.) are jointly gaussian, with
zero mean and knoum autocorrelations , and crosscorrelation.
c he reader has probably assumed up to this point that
s(.), n(.) and z(.) are scalar processes ; in fact they can
be vector processes, that is, we may have noisy measurements, z,(.), z,(.), . . . z,(.), of signal processes, %(.),
s,(.), . . . s,(.), contaminated by noise processes, nl(.),
nz(.), . . . n,(.).
Equation 1 then becomes a vector
representation of the situation and all the preceding and
succeeding remarks can be generalised to cope with this
situation.

(10)

where 8(.) is the Dirae delta function ; because 8(t - z) is
zero for t f z, equation 10 implies that the noise a t
successive instants of time is totally nncorrelated. Physically, white noise is an impossibility, though noise with a
flat power spectrum up to very high frequencies is not.
Thermodynamic resistor noise falls into this category,
possessing a flat frequency spectrum essentially to
optical frequencies. Wiener filters offer robust perform-.
ance in the sense that the falling-off of the power spectrum of the noise a t very high frequencies will not mar
their performance greatly, even if the filters are designed
OII the basis that the power spectrum is constant.
An assumption is also made on the signal process s(.) ;
this is that its power spectrum falls off at high frequencies.
A signal process would have this property if it were
derived a t the output of a linear system or circuit driven
by white noise, with the transfer function T(jw) of ,the
system going to zero as w -t oo.
An optimum (Wiener)filter is adevice whose input is the
measurement z(.) and which at time t produces an estimate
n

s(t) of s(t),based on the meamremenis z(r), z < t ; further,
the estimate has the property that it is a minimum variance
A

of error estimate, namely, the average value of [s(t) - s(t)lZ
i s less for the Wiener filter than'for any other filter. The
Wiener filter in other words computes that estimate which
minimises the average mean square error between the
estimate and the actual signal. (Note that the Wiener
filter can also be regarded, for those familiar with the
concept of conditional expectation,'@as a device for computing :(t) = E[s(t)lz(z), z < t].)
Notice that the Wiener filter is some sort of causal
system; i t is a system because it processes an input,
6

namely, z(.), to yield an output, namely, s(.). I t is
A

causal because the output a t time t , namely, s(t), depends
only on inputs up till time t and not on inputs after time t
(if it were not causal, it would be impossible t o build and
operate the filter in real time).
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The filter and its performance are computable from
the data given; we shall comment a t greater length on
these points subsequently.
Other situations where Wiener filters become applicable
are discussed in appendix 1. These include smoothing,
predicting, derivative estimation, filtering with colourcd
additive noise and filtering with measurements available
a t discrete time instants.

'

Figure 3.-Wlpnerfkdter

~enliaerlas a %dl?,
feerlbaok ayslern.

2.3 General Form of the Optimum Wiener Filter ..
The basic feature of the optimhm filter is that it is a
tim-invariant ZineaFsystem ; in other words, it is describable by a frequency domain transfer f ~ n c t i o nOf
.~
or so that t6e feedback system of fig. 3 has overall transfer
course this is of great practical significance, since linear
fnnction T(s). There can be computational advantage
systems can be built much more easily than nonlinear
in seeking to find H(s) before T(s) and practical advantag(systems., A further feature is the robustness of the filter
in
the implementation of fig. 3. This viewpoint is
to variations from optimum ; if the actual device used
espoused in Van Trees."
as a filter has a transfer function which is close 60, but
not the same as, the ideal, then performance will only
2.4 Compukztwn of the Wiener Filter
deteriorate slightly.
As noted earlier, one of the fundamental assumptions : : The full derivation of the Wiener filter is quite extensive.
From the point of view of a designer, the key points are
madeinorder to apply the Wiener theory is that the underthat a formula is available for the transfer fnnction of the
lying prooesses are normal. One might then well, Bsk
optimum filter in terms of the power spectra of the signal
whether a filter derived on the assumption of normality
and noise. Among the computations involved in this
of the processes is in any sense optimum if the processes
for@la is spectral factorisation, which under normal
are in actual fact not normal. The answer is yes. Among
circumstances is achieved by factoring polynomials in a
the class of linear filters, that computed via the Wiener
special way. Spectral factorisation is thus potentially a .
theory is the best. Thus, if the processes are normal, the
burdensome computational task. In one case, it is not
Wiener filter is truly optimum and, by good fortune, is
required, assuming .an approximate filter will suffice,
linear, ,while if the processes are not normal and we seek
namely in a hiyh noise (low signal-to-noise ratio) environthe b&t filter that is linear, the Wiener filter does the
ment.
job.*
The concept of s.u.r. is a helpful one for describing
Several additional comments regarding the optimum
qu&litatively
the shape of the amplitude response of the
filter are relevant a t this stage. First, the optimum
optimum
filter.
Roughly, a t those frequencies where the
filter may contain differentiators but usually does not ;
s.n.r. is high, the amplitude response is high, while a t
actually, its transfer function, T(jw), usually goes to
those frequencies where the s.n.r. is low, the amplitude
zero as w + oo,so that the Wiener filter usually is a bandresponse is'low. In other words, the amplitude response
limiting system. Certainly the Wiener filter associated
in
some sense matches the variation of s.n.r. with frewith the primary problem defined earlier has this property.
quency (for fnrther remarks on computation, sre
Second, the Wiener filter is normally stable. This
. appendix 2).
means that its transfer function has no right half plane
poles and its construction and use are thus practical
2.5 Performance of the Optimum Wiener Filter
pmpositions.t
The performance of the filter, as measured by the
The third point is that a common form for realising the
A
Wiener filter is that shown in fig. 3, that is, as a unity
average mean square error E[s(t) - s(t)I2, is readily comfeedback system. Instead of building directly a system
putable from R,,, R,, , R,, and the optimum transfer
utth transfer function T(s), the desired filter transfer
function.$ Only integration is required. The performfunction, one builds a filter of transfer fnnction H(s),
ance of a non-optimal filter may also be calculated in a
chosen so that
reasonably straightforward way from the auto-correlations, cross-correlation and transfer function of the filter.

-

*Historically. tho Wiener filter wm fimt conceived oe the hast
linear filter.
?In the case of fixed lag smoothing (see appendix l), difficulty
is encountered. The
is that the transfer funotion of the
filter tenda to contain terms like [exp (-sA) - exp(-=A)] (a- el-'
where r is s positive constant. Certainly the unstable pole s = a
cancels with s zero s t s = v. but, after cancellation, the analytic
form of the transfer fundion is extremely hard to define and it is
not clear how to go about oonstructiog a sysbm with the desired
optimum transfer function. This point, discussed in referenre 12
in a subject of current resesrch.

$It is interesting to note1thst in the case of the primary prnhlcm
noted earlier, the filter transfer funet,ion depends only on tho
quantities (Rae R,,) and R,, rather than the quantities R,. ,
R,, and R,, separately. Performance of the filter depends on
partioular R,, , R,, and R.. a d not just on (R.,
R..) and R,..
A similar phenomenon has recently been noticed in Kalman-Buey
fi1tering.la

12. Kelly, C. N. and Anderson, B. D,; b., "On the Stability of
Fixed-Lag Smoot,hing Algorithms , J. PankZin Zns6. (to be
published).

13. Anderson, B. D. 0. and Moore, J. B., "The Kalmnn-Bucy
Filter a s s True Time-Varying Wiener Filter ",Tvcna. I.E.E.E.
(Syst. Sci. and Cybemlics), (to he published).
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11. Van Trees, H. L., '"Detection, ~stimationand aCodulation
Theory, Part I ", John Wiley. N.Y. (1968).
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2.0 Cw-rent Developments
Since the advent of the Kalman-Bucy filter (which in
many ways includes the Wiener filter), further research
work on Wiener filtering theory has not been great.
Anlong problems of current interest, we could note
efforts in the area of quantitatively predicting the effect
of various modelling errors, attempts at exploiting the full
potential of the fixed lag smoother (see appendix 1)
and attempts to apply the theory to sonar and array
problems, involving multiple processes, noise with directional characteristics and so on.

3. The Kalman-Buoy Filter
I n broad terms, the situation to which Kalmau-Bucy
filtering is applied is still that of fig. 2. In the course
of this section however, we shall note struc$yal requirements on the mechanisms for generating the signal
.
process, s(.).
3.1 The Conventional Aa9umption.s
As to the %'iener theory, it is assumed that s(.), n(.) and
z(.)are gaussian random processes. There is however no
assumption that the processes are stationary, which.
~-constitutes an extension of the Wiener theory.
The major difference with the Wiener theory arises
through assumptions concerning the mechanism generating the signal process, s(t). (Note that the cas6 of
vector s(t) is very easily treated with the Kalman-Bucy
theory, in some contrast to the Wiener theory and accordingly we shallnot assume that s(.) is a scalar.) It is assumed
that thereis known the state-space equations of a linear
system with a deterministic input, and a white noise output and a n output s(t) ;

+

+
+

;= F(t)x G(t)u v
s = H'(t)x
z(t) = s(t) n(t)

(12)
(13)

Here, x is the state of the system, u is a known deterministic input and v is a zero mean, gaussian white
noise process, with known covariance matrix
Elv(t)v'(,)J = Q(t)s(t-

-

7)

(14)

(the superscript prime denotes matrix transposition).
In addition, it is necessary to state some initial condition
for equation 12. The precise statement is as follows :
'the initial time for equation 12 is t o , with to = -w
allowed ; x(t,) is a gaussian random variable of known
mean, m, and known covariance matrix
E([x(to) - ml [x(t.)

- ml') = Po

Further, x(to) is independent of v(r) for all
Fig. 4 illustrates the arrangement.

(15)

> to.

The above assumption concerning the mechanism
generating s(.) is enormoudy more det,ailed than in the
Wiener theory. Leaving aside thc fact that s(t) can be s
nonstationary process, being the output of a tie-varying
linear system, the assumption requires :
'

(I) a(.) to be the output of a band-limiting system
describable by ordinary differential equations
(that is, if I?, G and H were constant, one could
say that there existed a transfer function matrix
relating the Laplace transform of u to the Laplace
transform of s, with this transfer function matrix
rational and tending to zero as s + co).

(2) A full state-space description of the system generating s(.) to be known. Such a description is not
implicit in R,,(t, r),in the sense that many different
systems will lead to the same R,,(t, z).
I n addition to the assumption on s(.), for the primary
prohlgn considered in the Kalman-Bncy theory, it is
..required that n(.) be gaussian white noise of zero mean,
that is,
E[n(t)n'(~)I= R(t)S(t - r )

(16)

with, actually, R(t) nonsingular for all t. The process nf.)
is assumed independent of x(t,) and, for conve~ence,
independent of v(.), although this latter assumption can
generally be r e m ~ v e d . ~
I n view of the assumption that n(.) is white and the
fact that this assumption is removable only with some
work,l4 it makes sense to compare the assumptions behmd
the primary Wiener and Kalman-Bucy problems. I n a
nutshell, the differences are as follows.
(1) The Wiener theory demands stationarity, the
Xalman-Bucy theory does not ; this permits initial
times, t,, which are not -w, a fact of great
practical significance in many situations.
(2) The ~alman-Bucytheory demands that the process,
s(t), be generated as the output of a finite-dimenswnal system driven by white noise but the Wiener
theory does not.
(3) The Kalrnan-Bncy theory demands detailed knowledge of the signal generating process, whereas the
Wiener theory requires simply knowledge of the
auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions
R,, , Ranand R,, .
The first difference is a plus for the Kalman-Bncy
theory, while the second is not. Alternative procedures
based on integral equation solution are available now
which permit removal of the finite-dimensionality constraint.15~'% The third difference will be discussed in the
next subsection.
14. Bryson, A. E. and .Tohensen, D. E., "Linear Filtering for
Time-Varying Systerns Using Measurements Containing Coloured Noise ", Tram. I.E.E.E., Vol. AC-10, No. 1, Jenuary 1985,
p. 4.
15. Gohberg, I. C. and Krein M. C., "On the Factorization of
Operators in Rilbert ~ ~ - s ( " , Am. Math. Soc. Trans., Vol. 51,
1966, p. 155.
16. Kailsth, T., " Fredholm Resolvsnts, Wiener-Hopf Equations,
and Rieesti Differential Equations", Tmw. I.E.E.E., Vol.
IT-15, No. 6, November 1969, p. 665.
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An excellent historical perspective of the KalmanBucy filter is provided by Sorenson."
Essentially,
Kalman-Bncy filtering is an extension of least squares
estimation procedures used by Gauss, to estimate the
planetary orbits. The extension is of course substantial.
Extensions to the Gauss procedure that went halfway
towards the Kalman-Bucy klter were obtained by various
workers in the late 1950's as reported by Sorenson, while
one worker, Swerling, published a paper in 1959,18prior
to the papers of Kalman and Bucy, which in all but a quite
. "iiisignificant respect was identical with the later work of
Kalman and Bucy on-discrete time filtering. I n . the
author's opinion, it would be proper for Swerling to receive,
the credit for deriving the design of the (discrete time)
" Kalmau-Bucy filter but undoubtedly the credit for the
detailed performance analysis of the filter must go to
Kalman and Bucy. It is interesting to note that in a. .
recent paper of Stratonovi~h,'~
there occurs a claimthat
the results of Kalman and Bucy on continuous time
filtering were published earlier by Stratonovich. Even if
Stratonovich'is as~iguedpriority for deriving the filter
design, again the credit for performance analysis must go
to Kalman and Bncy.

Bucy filtering theory. The most fundamental is fo urn.
stluct a device whose input is the memurement ?(.) = s(.)

+

A

n(.) and which at time t produces an estimate, z(t); of z(t),
z(t) being the state of the system generating s(t), b a r e d a the
menkurements z ( r ) , r < t ; further, the estimate hm the
n

property that each entry of x(t) is a minimum variance of
error estimate of the corresponding entry of z(t), (07 equiva.
lently E[(a'[x(t) - ~ ( t ) ] )is~ smaller
]
for all t and all constant
vectors, a, than the corresponding quantity computed, fm any
other filter).
The fouowing variations with the Wiener filtering
problem should be noted. First, as stated, the aim is to
estimate x(t) rather than s(t) ; second, the concept of a
minimum variance of error estimate has to be modified,
-to cope with the vector situation. Otherwise, the problem is virtually the same. Again for example, those
familiar with the coqcept of conditional expectation will
recogdise that i(t)= E[x(t)lz(r), r < t].
-&noted above there is more than one primary problem associated with the Kalman-Bncy theory and, as the
reader may have surmised, the second problem ia to
A

3.2 Alternative Assumptions
It has recently been found,'*, 2% 2 1 that less restrictive
assumptions are actually required to compute a KalmanBucy filter design than noted in the previous snbsection.
It is still the w e :
(1) s(.) is the output of some linear finite-dimensional
system excited by white noise.
(2) n(.) consists of zero mean, gaussian, white noise with
covariance as in equation 15 and R(t) nonsingular.
Instead, however, of requiring detailed knowledge of the
system generating sf.), it is simply required that :
(3) the functions R, and R,, are prescribed.
This change of basic assumptions brings the KaImanBucy theory of course into much closer parallel with the
Wiener theory; moreover, the change has practical
significance, since there exist nonstationary filtering
problems (see, for example, reference 22) where detailed
.knowledge of the mechanisms generating s(.) is not
present but knowledge of R,, and R,, is present.
-

3.3 The Primary Problem
In contrast to the primary problem of Wiener filtering
theory, there are two primary
of the Kalman. problems
.
17. Sorenson, H. W.. "Least-squares Estimation : from Gauss to
Kalman", I.E.E.E. Spectrum, Vol. 7, No. 7, July 1970, p. 63.
18. Sweding, P., " A Proposed Stage-wise Differential Corrertion Procedure for Satellite Trwking and Prediction ",Report
P1192, Rand Corp., Sants. Moniee, Calif., U.S.A., January 1958,
also published in J. detramul Sci., Vol. 6, 1959.
19. Stmtonovrch, R. L., "Detection and Estimation of Signals
in Noise when One or Both are Non-gaussian", Pmc. I.E.E.E.,
Vol. 58, No. 5, May 1970, p. 670.
20. Anderson, B. D. 0.y d Moore, J. B., " State Estimation Via
the Whitening Filter , Proc. Joint Automstie Control Conf.,
Ann Arbor, Michigau, June 1968, p. 123.
21. Anderson, B. D. 0 . and Moore, J. B., "Solution of a TimeVsrying Wiener FilteringProblem ", Electronics Lettem, Vol. 3,
No. 12, December 1967, p. 562.
2:l. Bury, R. S.," Linear and Nonlinear Filtering ",Proc. I.E.E.E.,
Vol. 58, No. 6, June 1970, p. 854.
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generate an estimate, s(t), of s(t). However, once the
first problem
is solved, the second is also ; the estimate
.
A

s(t) of s(t) which is optimum in the minimum variance of
error sense is obtained simply by setting

As for the Wiener filter, the Kalman-Bucy filter is some
sort of causal system. Presently, we shall discuss its
structu$e in more detail. Meanwhile, we wish to note a
n

situation where the problem of estimating x(t), rather
A

than simply s(t), is highly relevant.
Linear, timeinvariant, finite-dimenaional systems (that
is, those with rational transfer functions) have been
studied for many years ; more recently, the advantages of
using state-varhble descriptions, particularly for multipleinput or multiple-output systems, have become evident
(see, for example, references 7 and 8). Such descriptions
look like

;= Fx

+ Gu

y = H'x

'18)
(19)

where n, x and y are, respectively, the system input,
state and output. The quantities F, G and H are real
constant matrices. The design of controllers which
position the closed-loop transfer function matrix poles a t
desired values can be regarded as a problem of selecting a
state feedback law
u = X'x

+ u,,

(20)

and implementing that law.8. 29 If the system states are
available, the implementation is straightforward. If
not, then i t is necessary to compute a state estimate,
6

x, from the output, y, to implement
u = K':

+ u.,,

(21)
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This is wvhem the Kalman-Bucy filter is applicable ;
it provides a way of estimating the state of equations 18
and 19, assuming the statistical properties of certain
mneasurement noises are known, and a t the same time
achieving the estimate with minimum mean square error.
Additional examples of the applimbility of KalmanBocy filters are noted in appendix 3.

concepts, admittedly becoming simple if F, G,
H, Q and R are constant) is contained in reference 3.
A further set of conditions has been recently
di~covered.~~
(4) If the signal process, s(.), is stationary and the noise
process, n(.), is stationary,' then the Kalman-Bncy
filter will be time-invariant, that is, K(t) will be
constant. Roughly speaking, a stationary filtering
problem gives rise to a time-invariant filter.
In measuring the performance of the Kalman-Bncy
filter, it proves convenient to use the error covariance
matrix

3.4 General Form of the K a l m n - Bucy Filter
The optimum Kalman-Bucy filter, like the Wiener
filter, is a causal linear system. Unlike the Wiener filtkr
bowvever, it has significantly more structure. To start
with, it is a finite-dim3nsional system. In addition
though, it inherently contains a model of the system^
P(t) =; E([x(t) - :(t)] [x(t) - fX(t)l.)
(22)
.senerating. s(t). Fig. 5 depicts a Kalman filter; the.
Notice that for a constant vector, a,
linear gain, K(t), is determined via a sequence of cala'P(t)s = E{s'[x(t) - &)la)
(231
culations, while other gain blocks are all derivgz directly.
from -the signal generating model. Notice that the filter -... so that, hy delinition, the Kalman-Buoy filter minimises
has inputs comprising n(.), the deterministic input to the - a'P(t)a for all a and for all t.
.signal generating model, and the noisy measurements
It turns out that there is a differential equation for
z(.). Notice too that K(t) multiplies the error between
obtiining P(t) and the filter gain, K(t), is stmightforA
wardly determined as K = PHR-', so the bulk of the
z(.) and the estimate s(t) of s(t), which would be zero if
computational effort? lies in determining P.
6
there were no noise and perfect tracking of s(t) by s(t).
Reference and background on the derivation of these
n
results
are noted in appendix 4.
Inspection of fig. 5 showvs where the estimates x(t) and

3.6 Rapproehemmt with the Wiener Theory
Suppose that, in a problem to which the Wiener theory
applied, we had knowledge of the system generating the
signal process, s(t). Suppose further that this system was
finite dimensional. Then it would be possible to build
a Kalman-Bucy filter to provide a minimum variance of
error estimate of s(t), which, since the goals of the Wiener
and Kalman-Bncy theories are the same, must be the
same as the associated Wiener filter. This abstract argument can be verified by calculations (see, for example
reference 26).

qg-J
P i p r e 5.-Stn(ctzlre of the Ko2nann-BucyfiU4r.
n

s(t) are picked off and illustrates the relation (eqnation 17)
between these quantities.
There are a number of parallels with the Wiener filter
that we now indicate briefly.
(1) If the underlying noise processes, v(.) and u(.), are
not ganssian, then the Kalman-Bucy filter is onIy
the optimum filter among the set of linear filters,
rather than the optimnm of all possible filters.
(2) The arrangement of fig. 5 applies to the primary
filtering problem. If, for example, n(.) is not white,
the optimum filter will look quite different and
perhaps contain differentiaton.14
(3) It is generally the case that the optimum filter is
stable. An important set of conditions guaranteeing stability (which involve highly technical
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*The usual situation giving rise to the stationarity of s(.) and
n(.) is, in technical terms, one where F, G, H, Q and R are constant,
t, = - m snd F has left half plane eigenvalues.
tThe differential equation is a nonlinear matrix Riceati equation.
The boundary condition on the differential equation is B one-poist
one, namely, P(t.) = Po and, despite the nonlinearity of the
equation, there always exists a solution. The solution can be
computed by straightforwardly integrating the equation forward
in time on a digital or analog computer, sincs, fortunately, it is
usuelly earnputationally stable. Alternatively, i t is possible to
set up a related Lines? differential equation and obtain from this
the matrix P(t) by some manipulati~ns.~Finally. in ease F, G.
H, Q and R are all canshnt, there are many available numericel
procedures for solving the equation2"nd,
if to = -m, these
procedures are even simpler, leading t o a constant value of P(t).
Another ease where the caloulatitions drastically simplify arises
when the signal to noise ratio is very low. This high noise ease
is disouased in reference 25; the conclusion is that, a t womt.
linear differential equations need to be solved to determine bite
optimal filter, a t least t o good approximation.

23. Anderson, B. D. 0. and Moore, J. B., '' Linear Optimal Control ",Prentiee-Hell. N.J. (1971).
24. Anderson, B. D. 0.. '' Stehility Properties of Kelman-Bucy
Filters ", J. Franklin Isst. (to be published).
25. Anderson, B. D. 0. and Mopre. J. B., " Optimal Stste Estimation in High Noise ",InJormation and Control, Vol. 13, No.
4; 1968, p. 286.
26. Melas, J. L., '' Frequency-Domain Derivation of the Stationary
Kalrnan Filter ", Proc. F i n t Ann. Houston Conf. on Circuits,
Systems and Computers, May 1969.
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3.7 Further Miscellaneous Points
In this subsection, we shall offer brief remarks on the
following points : error analysis, the divergence problem,
adaptive filtering, the innovations approach to filtering,
nonlinear filtering and system identification from
covariances.

.

.

&

process " z(t) - s(tj, (see fig. 5) is white noise. This can
be exploited in deriving new insights into the KalmanBucy filter (see references 20 and 31).
3.7.5 Nodinear Filtering
Virtually all excursions into problems of nonlinear
filtering which have led to practical results have in some
way been based on the Kalman-Buoy filter. Two books
containing material on nonlinear filtering are references 5
and 27 ; spectacular applications, some justifying empirical approaches of some years standing, may be found
in references 32 and 33. The phase-locked-loop for the
demodulation of frequency modulated waveforms may,
for example, be viewed as an approximately optimal
nonlinear filter.

3.7.1 Error Analysis
A question of practical interest is to indicate how the
actual performance of a Kalman-Bucy filter will differ
from the predicted performance in the face of modelling
errors. For example, if.it is assumed that the input
noise covariance matrix is Q,6(t - r) for the purposes of
filter design, when it is actually Q26(t- z),.one wants to
know the resultant effects. For a survey of results in
error analysis, see reference 27. In ge-1,
th+ results
fall into two classes :
3.7.6 System Identifieation from Cowcriances
(1) Results giving quantitative variation in :herfoim-'
A problem of.both theoretical interest and practical
ance, based on quantitative information concerning
importance is that of identifying from a prescribed
modelling errors ;
-.
. . . correlation function, R,,(t, r), a system which, when
(2) Qualitative results, indicating, for example, that if
--driven by white noise, would possess an output with the
all noises are assumed greater in intensity than they
prescribed correlation function. The problem can be
really are, the actual filter performance will be
solved via integral equation theory'5. l6 if there is no
better than that predicted.
constraint that the generating system be finite-dimensional. Much simpler procedures where the finite3.7.2 Divergence Problem
dimensionality constraint is in force are available for
A problem common to linear and nonlinear filtering and
single-output systems in references 34 and 35, with some observed in orbit estimation work of several years ago, is
interesting sidelights to be found in reference 36. The
that of some small modelling error having an ever inmultiple output problem is currently under investigation.
creasing deleterious effect on the estimation. Thus
analysig might indicate that the error variance in esti4. Future Directions
matimg s(t) falls off as l/t as t + m, while an experiment
It would be inappropriate in a paper of this character
might reveal that the error variance rises as fast as t
to
offer any general conclusions ; rather, we feel it imwhen t -t m. It bas now been established that there are
portant to indicate directions in which progress in filtering
certain subtle kinds of modelling error which, no matter
theory and application might take place.
how small, can cause this drast~cdifference between
In the linear filtering area, there do remain several
theory and practice. More importantly, techniques for
outstanding
problems. These include the obtaining of
coping with the problem are now understood (see refersatisfactory
solutions
to the fixed-lag smoothing problem
ences 27 and 28). Broadly speaking, the techniques rely
(see
appendices
1
and
3)
and the adaptive filtering prohlem
on either artificially increasing the noise intensity or
and
the
generation
of
a sound and broadly applicable
rejecting information derived from old observations.
body of knowledge concerning suboptimal filtering.
3.7.3 Adaptive Filtering
Other minor problems also remain, some of which we have
noted in the text ; for example, there are some areas of
Because the design of a Kalman-Bucy filter does not
error analysis which are still unexplored.
demand stationary noise processes, one can conceive of
the filter adjusting its design as the noise intens~tieschange.
Some steps in the direction of an adaptive filter design
have been made29 but far more remains to be done in this
difficult problem area.
3.7.4 Innovations Approach to Filtering
It has been known for some time (see, for example,
reference 30) that the " error signal " or " innovations
21. Jazwinski. A. H., LLStoehastioProcesses and Filtering
Theory ",Academic Press, N.Y. (1970).
28. Anderson. B. D. O., 'LExp~nentisl
Data Weighting in the
Kalmsn-Buey Filter ",(submitted for publierttion).
29. Mehra, R. K., "On the Identification of Varianoes and
Adaptive Kalrnan Filtering ", Tmns. I.E.E.E., Vol. AC-15,
No. 2, April 1970, p. 175.
30. Collins, L. D., "Realizable Whitening Filters and StateVariable Realizations ", Proo. I.E.E.E. (Correspondence)
Vol. 66, No. 1, January 1968, p. 100.
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32. Snyder, D., "The State-Variable Approach to Continuous
Estimation, with Applications to Analog Communic~tition
Theorv
Press. Cambridge,
. .
" ".
,M.I.T.
- . Mass. (1969).
33. Van Trees, H. L.. "Detection, Estimation and Modulation
Theory-Part I1 : Nonlinear Modulation Theory ",John Wiloy.
N Y. 119701.
<-~,~
34. Anderson, B. D. O., Moore, J. B. and Lao, S. G., "Spectral
Feotorizstion of TimeVarying Covariance Functions ",T u n s .
I.E.E.E., Vol. IT-15, No. 5, September 1969, p. 550.
35. Moore, J. B. and Anderaon, B. D O., " Spectral Factorization
of Time-Varying Covaiianoe Functions : The Singular Case ",
Math. Syst. Theory,Vol. 4, No. 1, 1970, p. 10.
36. Anderson, B. D. O., and Keilath, T., "The Choice of SignalProcess Models in Kelman-Bucy Filtering , J. of AIath.
Analysis and Applimtiona, (to be published).
~
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i

The really f t d l e arc& for f ~ ~ r t , ldevelopment
~er
must
sun!ly be the nonli~v:ar liltt!riug area. Generally, there
:
isst111
a search for p17b~ticaIIyurorkablefiltering algorithms,
accompanied by some general statements as to their
tbpplicability. If progress in onli linear optimal control
is any guide, progress could LH1 a long and painful process.

1

:
'

(4) Coloured Noise 'Filtering
The arrangement of fig. 2 still applies but now n(.)
neednot be white (if n(.) isnot white, it is termed coloured).
In general, the power spectrum of n(.) has to fall off slower
than that of s(.) for the use of a Wiener filter to he a practical proposition.
(5) Diserete Time Filtering

Appendix i '
Additional Eza.mpks oj Applicability of Wiener Filters
. The theory appliclthlt~to computation of the Wiener
.
filter is extendable to aj~amhorof other situatiods which
we note bricfly hew. I'or further details, reference 1.
. . should be consulted.
(1) Smoothing filter,^
-.
The
arrangement
of
fig.
2
still
applies
but
now. the
.
idea is to produce an estin~atea t time t of s(t - A),
for some constant. I > 0. (This problem has been termed
, " smoothing ~ i t fixc~l
h
lag ", t,he term smoothing being
used since n~easur[?lneutsoccurring before and after the
time argument of the est.imated quantity are used in
estimating the qnantity and the term fixed lag being used
since the time argunlrnt of the estimated quantity is
! A seconds prior to the running time, that is, a t the present
tinie, the filter prodnces an estimate of what the sigoal
was like A seconds a.0.) Notice that a smoothed estimate
of s(t - A ) will inevitably be better than an estimate of
s(t - A) produced according to our basic filtering scheme,
since more data is used in producing the smoothed
estimate ; the data, used in produced a filtered estimate
of s(t - A) using the basic seheme are the measurements
up tidl time t - /I, while to this data are added the
measurements from t - d to t. in producing a fixed lag
smoothed estimate. RInuy expositions of the Wiener
theory are. pre-occnpied \vit,h the case A = oo, which
appears to have virtllally no practical significance. The
resulting Wiener tilter has been termed the " optimum
unrealisable filter
which seems an accurate enough
description.'. l1 It is pos~iblethat the interest arising
in this case stems from the comparative ease of computability of the transfer function.

".

(2) Predicting Filters
. The arrangement of fig. 2 still applies but now the
idea is to predict some future value of s(.), that is, to
produce an estimate a t time t of s(t
A) for some
A > 0.

.

'

+

(3) Derivative Filters
The arrangement of fig. 2 still applies hut now the
aim is to estimate s(t) rather than s(t) (for example, s(t)
may represent an angular position). In fact, the theory is
extendable to the problem of estimating the signal
I d t i n g from any linear operation on s(t), for example,
to the problem of estimating the output of a system
with input s(t) and with transfer function
S + l
+

I
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(8

+ 2) (5' + 323 + 1)

'

.

Instead of the arrangement in fig. 2, wherein measurements are received in continuous time, the measurements
are received a t discrete instants of time, perhaps as a
result of samptmg of a continuous time process (such will
usually be the citse if signals or measurements are derived
after transmission through a digital communication
channel). The first worker to solve the problem of
optimally filtering discrete time random processes was
Kolm~gorov,~'rather than Wiener, the latter being
initially concerned with continuous time processes.
The results for discrkte and continuous time processes
are closely parallel and thus it would not be unfair to
ascribe the development of optimal filtering jointly to
Kolmogorov and Wiener.
(6) Combilzcltwlzs
It is of course possible to combine the above possible
extensions and also possible simultaneously to have s(.),
n(.) and z(.) vector processes.
Appendix 2
Wiener Filter Computation
The justification of the formula for the Wiener filter
transfer function and its computation falls naturally into
several steps, as follows.
(1) Using the calculus of variatidns in a very simple
fashion, the impulse response of the optimum
filter is shown to satisfy an integral equation,
called the Wiener-Hopf equatiou.
(2) Using the device of spectral factorisation, the
integral equatiou (in which the running variable is
time) is transformed into an equation in the frequency domain using the Fourier transform.
(3) The frequency domain equation is solved, to yield
the transfer function of the optimum filter.
We comment briefly on various aspects of this procedure. The basic reason for converting the timedomain integral equation into the frequency domain
is not that the transfer function of the optimum filter is
defined in the frequency domain as a n end result of the
process, but rather that use of frequency domain manipulations, with advanced complex variable theory, yields
a solution to the integral equation. In fact, it is only
recently that direct time-domain procedures have become
available for solving the integral equation (see reference 15
for the basic results and reference 16 for their application
to solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation).
The frequency domain equation resulting in step 2
can also be derived by a .procedure due to Bode and
37. Kolmogorov, A. N.,
Interpolation and extrapolation ",
Bulletin de Z'acadenaie dea sciences de U.S.S.R.,Snr. Math.,
Vol. 6, 1941, p. 3.
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Shannon.S? Their treatment of Wiener filtering provides
remarkable intuitive insights and is strongly recommended
to those unfamiliar with the field.
Spectral factorisation is a mathematical operation about
which enormous amounts have been written and techniques for carrying out spectral factorisation are still
being researched (for example, references 1 and 39 to 44).
The frequency domain function to which the spectral
factorimtion procedure must be applied is the power
spectrum of z, or the Fourier transform of. R,,(t, 0).
(In a few cases, spectral factorisation is not possible hut,
in this case, the initial filtering problem is ill-posed.
A test, called the Paley-Wiener test,'.can be a$plied to
check the question of whether spectral factorFation is
possible). If the power spectrum of z is rational, (commonly the case in practice) spectral fmorisation requires
factoring of the numeratbr and denominato~polynomials
of the power spectrum to isolate the factors with left
half plane zeros. If, however, the power spectrum of'.
z is ~ o rational,
t
a much more sophisticated technique.
based on use of the Hilbert transform ia required toLachieve the spectral factorisation. Note that, as remarked
in the text, in a low s.n.r. problem, spectral factorisation
is not required in computing an approximate filter. If
this approximate design procedure were extendable to
nonlinear filtering problems, as it might be, this would
constitute a significant advance, since most nonlinear
filters are poor approximations to the optimum a t low
s.n.r.'s. For example, the phase-locked-loop for the
reception of angle modulated signals is an approximation
to .the optimum filter, the approximation being better
at high s.n.r.'s.32 performance at low s.n.r.'s is marred
, b y cycle skipping. So there would appear scope for
improvement of filters for angle modulated signals a t low
s.n.r.

. .

Appendix 3
Additional Examples of Applkability of Kalman-Bncy
Filters
It is possible to remove the assumption that the

v

'

38. Bode. H. W. and Shannon, C. E., " A Simplified Derivation of
Lineas L a s t Square Smoothing and Prediction Theory ",
P ~ o cI.R.E.,
.
Vol. 38, No. 4, April 1950, p. 417.
39. Wiener: N. and M-ni,
L., " The Prediction Theory of Multivariate Stochsstic Processes ",Pts 1 m d 2, Acta Mathemotica,
Vol. 98, June 1958.
40. Youla, D. C., " On the Factorization of Fhtioml Matrices ",
Trrma. I.R.E., Vol. IT-7, No. 3, July 1961, p. 172.
41. won^. E. and Thornas. 3. B., "On the Jlultid~mensionalPre.
# l w r ~ ,and
n Filt+,r~n~
Pn,blemand rbc Factor~rarionofSpectral
.\letrice3 ", J . Frunklin Inrt.. Vul. 172. S o . 2, August 1961,
p. 87.
42. Loo, S. (3.. "Spectral Factorization by Means of Augmented
Factors", Eleotronim Lettera, Vol. 3, No. 6, June 1967, p. 238.
43. Anderson, B. D. O., " An Algebraic Solution to the Spectral
Trans. I.E.E.E., Vol. AC-12, No. 4,
Factorization Problem
August 1967, p. 410.
44. Anderson, B. D. O., "The Invqrse Problem of Ststionary
Covrtrlance Generation ",J . Statist. Phyn., Vol. 1, No. 1, 1969,
p. 133.
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additive noise. n(.) be .white.'* The removal does not
permit n(.) to be arbitrary, but requires that n(.) be the
output of a linear, finite-dimensiod system excited by
zero mean, ganssian, white noise.
..
The removal of the assumption of finite-dimensionality
requires a new approach to the nonstationary problen~.
One such approach is based on the use of an eigenvalneeigenfunction of R,,(t, s), called a. Karhunen-LoBve
expansion ; in fact, this has been a traditional approach
for a number of years (for a recent discussion, see refer.
ence 11). A second approach involves advances in integral equation techniques, obtained in reference 15.
This is reported in reference 16. As might be expected,
the two techniques,, Karhnnen-LoBve expansion and
integral equation, can always be applied to situations
where the finite-dimensionality assumption is in force.
Which is the better technique from the computational
point of view has yet to be resolved. A complete rap.
prochement detween the Karhunen-LoBve approach and
the Kalman-Bucy approach has yet to be achieved;
~reliminarvresults mav be found in references 45 and 46.
Rapprochement between the integral equation approach
and the Kalman-Bucy approach is better understood and
is surveyed in reference 16.
The predidion problem is one that can be very easily
tackled, using the most minor of extensions of the KalmanBucy theory. The aim is to generate, a t time t, using
measurements, z(t), t < t, an estimate of x(t - A), or
s(t - A), for some A > 0, with, of course, minimum
variance of the estimation error (see reference 3 for a
treatment of this problem).
On the other hand, the smoothing problem has caused
!great difficulty. Here, the problem is to obtain a t time t ,
using measurements, z(r), r < t, an estimate of x(t - A )
or s(t - A ) for some A > 0, with, again, minimum variance of the estimation error. This problem has only been
solved very recently ; reference 41 contains an extensive
account, while reference 48 contains an instructive
alternative derivation of the form of the optimal smoother.
It has recently been discovered12 that virtually all
smoothers are unstable, implying physically that
smoothers will not work, a t least for any hut small intervals of time. Research is currently in progress aimed
a t overcoming this problem.
Finally, we note that although the filtering problem
we have posed is a contiunous time problem, there exists
a discrete time problem, the formulation and solution of
which are very similar to the continuous time problem.2

4.5. Baggsraer, A. B., " A Sfate-Variable Approach to tho Solution
of Fredholm Integral Equations ",Tram. I.E.E.E., Vol. IT-15,
No. 4, August 1969, p. 557.
46. Anderson, B. D. O., " Kwhunen-LO& Expansion for a Clam
of Covariances ", Proc. Int. Conf. on Syst. Sci., Hawaii, 1969,
p. 779.
47. Meditch, J. S., "Stochastic Optimal Linear E~titnatiorland
Control ",MeGraai-Hill, N.Y. (1969).
48. Kailath, T. and Frost, P., "An Innovations Approach t o
Least-Squares Estimation: Part II-Linear
Smoothing in
Additive White Noise ", Tvam. I.E.E.E., Vol. AC-13, Xo. 6,
December 1968, p. 646. , .
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&rirali,m of the Kalman- Bwy Filter
: p n e of the earliest procedures for the derivation iny & l v ~taking
l
the discrete time results (which are more
.\!ih:.
derived) and lett,ing the sampling interval tend to
Other approaches rely on posing the filtering
problem as a least squares estimation problem," on
regarding the problem as a particular case of a more
general nonlinear filtering problem,27 on solving a maximum, a posteriori estimation problemz7 and on setting

up an equivalent lmear optimal control problem.a3
Kalman and Bucya proceeded by deriving an integral
equation (the Wiener-Hopf equation), necessarily satisfied by the impulse response of the optimum filter, and
showing that solution of the differential equation for
P(t) effectively allowed solution of the integral equation.
An approach for deriving the filter design and performance from the restricted set of data noted in subsection 3.2
may be found in references 13 and 20 ; this approach
is closest in spirit to the Wiener theory and the derivation
of the Wiener filter by Bode and Shannon.88

T h e Control Function in Management
R. LAYTON*, I. D. MAIN? and J. S. RATCLIFFES
FELLOW, I.R.E.E.

Summary

2. The Social Structure of Industry

People segregate naturally into work groups. Such work groups
are made the basis of a model of the firm. The individual group
is first anslysed and shown to be adequately described by a first
order diierential equation.
The flrm is then described in terms of a network Of groups, and
the overall response of Various sequences of groups is discussed.
Attention is then turned to management and its role in setting
and maintaining response parameten is described.
Whlle the overall response function of the firm lo ils commercial
envilonmmnt Is probably too complex lo be of immediale use, the
model is eauallv
. . valid lor anr coherenl oorlion of the Iirm.
Wbile it is not applicable to all firms, or to all aspects of management, it Is intended to give the engineer some means by which
h h engineering skills can be applied to some of the problems of
man?gement.

When numbers of people work together, they tend to
segregate into groups. The size of group is variable,
rarely more than twelve and usually between four and
ten. Members of the group usually share a common
goal, possibly a common work place. This group develops a great deal of social cohesion and usually accepts
one of its members as a leader and spokesman.
This phenomenon is analysed by a large number of
management texts1 and its broader social and industrial
consequences are described by Brown.= It is also the
basis of the model described in this paper.

1, Introduction

3. Scope
It is intended that the model we discuss should apply
to the day-to-day operation of the factory. It is intended to describe the fluctuations in production of a
factory in response to the random individual fluctuations
imposed on it by the normal incidents of commerce.

W h e n a11 enpincer is promoted to a managerial position,
he 'often feols that tho hard-earned skills which served
him so well as nn e11gi11cl:rhave lost their value. In many '
rrspects this iri t,ruo bot some engineering topics do have
somi?~q~plicat.ion
in the field of management.
111t,llia p;~pvrwib offer a lnodel of the factory based on
control t.11ro1.ywhich may assist the engineer in gaining a
better undcmtnndiog of somt! of the prohIems that confront him.
. .
.
..
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